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A cyberattack is deliberate exploitation of computer 
systems, technology-dependent enterprises and 

networks. Cyberattacks use malicious code to alter 
computer code, logic or data, resulting in disruptive 
consequences that can compromise data and lead to 
cybercrimes, such as information and identity theft.

Technopedia.com



Cyber risk is well understood in corporate …
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Where are we 
exposed?

What should 
we focus on 

first?

How are we 
reducing 

exposure over 
time?

How do we 
compare with 

our peers?
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… but the plant is another matter!

CONSEQUENCE

✘ /$$$
Due 

Diligence?

Accept
Risk

Enumerate devices across IT and OT, determine vulnerabilities, take informed action

Act

Reduce



Why is industrial risk different?
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Corporate Process OT Process

Suppliers

Systems

Staff

IT Systems

Process 1

Process 4

Process 3

Process 2

• Virtual / Easy to reconfigure
• Short lifetime
• Unique corporate processes
• Little environmental impact

• Physical / hard to change
• long lifetimes
• known processes
• physical consequences
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What’s at stake?
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The fundamental attacks
Action Consequence Examples How bad?

Unauthorized 
Stop

Loss of earnings, 
customer 
inconvenience

Power blackouts, automotive 
assembly line halt, Refinery 
interruption.

Unauthorized
Start

Loss of life, 
environmental 
damage

Open sluice gates, dumping 
sewage into river system 
(Australia, 2000)

Unauthorized
Change

Render product 
invalid

Fracking pressure vessel failure,  
impurities introduced into FCC 
process. 

Compromise 
of ICS

Destroy production 
facility

Natanz nuclear facility Iran 2010, 
Turkish oil pipeline 2008



• Same modus operandi as corporate attacks

• Primary vector email / web site

• May involve insider actors

• If your HMIs are infected, you lose control of the plant. 

• Time-criticality of plant operations very favorable to 
attacker
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Building on fundamentals: RansomWare



• Global aluminum producer, 35,000 
employees in 40 countries

• Ransomware LockerGoga struck March 
2019, halting production in some plants. 

• At some factories, workers used printed 
order lists while they remained unable to 
retrieve order data from their computers

• Cost: $40M in first week.
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Real world RansomWare example: Norsk Hydro
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But not all incidents are caused by attackers
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Cautionary scanning tales (1): Large Hadron Collider






• Fast moving system takes molten 
glass ‘drops’ and turns them into 
bottles and jars

• Drops spaced exactly 500mS apart

• IT department scanned the 
network, introducing 10mS latency 
in switch.

• Glass drops missed the formers by 
4mm, showering molten glass 
everywhere.
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Cautionary Scanning Tales (2): Polish Glassmaker






PLC
Digital I/O

Analog I/O
Network bus

• May be old (10-15 years) – occasionally 
ancient (25-30 years)
• May run Windows, Unix/Linux, RTOS, DOS, RT-11

• Often resource constrained 
• KB of RAM 

• May be Microcontroller based

• Network stacks may be third-party, in firmware and 
may not react well to scanning

• PLC catastrophic failure could result in loss of life
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Automation kit security challenges
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How to acquire vulnerability information?
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Effective ICS Discovery

Tenable Confidential

Adaptive Sensing

Smart
Discovery

Intelligent
Inquiry

Passive 
Monitoring

Asset Inventory Vulnerability Assessment



• Passive network monitoring challenges
• Port mirrors require managed switches

• Network TAP require break to insert

• Not all scanning is bad:
• Backplane enumeration via CIP 

• Nessus-style scanning computers at Purdue L3-L5 
may be acceptable and allowed.

• Passive monitoring advantage
• Real-time vulnerability detection means better use 

of downtime for remediation
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Strategies for ICS device/vulnerability enumeration



Regular IT Stuff …
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Monitor Placement

PLC RTU Real-time control network
(e.g. Profibus, S7, Modbus)

Historian DNS config
server

Ethernet network

OPS HMI ENG HMI Ethernet network

Process engineer
defines process

setpoints

Operator
optimizes 

system

Dual-homed
or muxed

Ethernet network

IT Services Scheduling InventoryWeb 
services

App
services

Plant

Corporate

Physical Process

Direct Control 
network 

Site supervisory

Site operations

Corp LAN/ERP
(”hard floor”)

Corp LAN/Enterprise 
(“carpeted”, 

Enterprise Network)
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Some thoughts about deployment ….



• Industrial control systems are not ‘off the 
peg’: Every environment is unique

• Effective security software requires more 
than ‘buy, rack and stack’

• Security solution needs to be ‘tailor made’ 
for success.
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Engagement for Success



• First fitting

• Solutions Overview. Agree device list. Review 
PCN architecture and select initial sensing 
points. Deploy pilot 

• Second fitting
• Identify & close detection gaps 

• Move/add sensing points to maximize 
coverage.

• Final fitting

• Agree rollout schedule / detection roadmap. 

• Execute.
21

Tailored engagement model



Unified Cyber-risk management
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Server Desktop Network 
infrastructure

ICS/SCADAIndustrial IoT

Web app Mobile Laptop

Enterprise IoT

Virtual machine

Cloud Container

IT

Cloud

IoT



Tenable follows this model
Introducing Tenable Industrial Security



Summary
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• Look for vendors who have good track records in in cyber risk management 

• Look for effective vendor consolidation, a unified risk model. Doing so will deliver a 
reduction in TCO for IT and OT cyber risk management.

• Consider that the fastest path to success is through an outcome-driven multi-phase 
deployment model. 
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